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AGENT HEADSHOT

10215 Mullally Dr
Mehlville, 63123

Circa 1964:                      This 3 bed/2 bath house has kept its 1960's vibe alive-check out the 
velvet wall paper & shag carpeting! This house has also been well maintained 
over the years w/bonus additions to the house like the lodge inspired family 
room complete w/a wood burning fireplace, the newer HVAC system & hot water 
heater, & The tidy carport addition. The main floor is easy no step living (with 
hardwoods under some of the carpets!)plus bonus space to expand in the 
partially finished basement. The backyard is a level clean slate ready for some 
added outdoor living fun(pool for next summer?) or just left alone for the 
pooches to make their own. The location is unbeatable as this subdivision is just 
enough off of the beaten path yet close to all modern amenities-the only traffic is 
from other neighbors! This house is sold AS-IS, but you can still move right in 
while slowly chipping away at updates to increase your property's value-a 
rehabbers dream! We can't wait to introduce you to your new home!

Dede Dooley

(314) 497-2145
Dede.Dooley@CircaSTL.com



Special Features

Specs
BEDROOMS BATHROOMS

SQUARE FOOTAGE YEAR BUILT

ESTIMATED TAXES PARKING

LOT SIZE STORIES

FLOORPLAN
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Floorplan Disclaimer: All measurements are approximate and not 
guaranteed to be exact or to scale. Buyer should confirm 
measurements using their own sources prior to purchasing or writing 
an offer. Not for use with appraisal or assessment.

VISIT 10215MULLALLY.COM FOR VIRTUAL TOUR AND MORE INFORMATION
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$1,365.00
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1964

2 Carport, 1 On-Street

70x150 LxW

PWood burning fireplace!
P Fridge to stay
P Affton zip code, but Mehlville school

district!
P 15 Minute walk or 2 minute drive to

Bierbaum elementary!
P Grants trail greenway is 1.3 miles

away-amazing bike riding trails!
P Downtown St.L is a 15 minute car ride

away!
P You will be only the 2nd owner of this

house!


